Complete database: 411,734

Exclusion of:
GA: <37 (33,210); Multiple pregnancies (3,506);
Presentation other than cephalic (22,176);
In utero fetal death or MITP (580); Mothers with diabetes (12, 620);

Missing data about onset of labor at 37-38 weeks (2,147)

Missing data on mode of delivery (222);

In utero suspicion of macrosomia not mentioned (39,668);

Sex or birthweight not reported (2,017);

Applicable data: 295,588

3,077 pregnancies in which the child was suspected in utero of macrosomia

2,713 planned vaginal deliveries

685 pregnancies with child's birth weight > 97th percentile (25.2%)

144 pregnancies with child's birth weight >97th percentile (39.6%)

278,169 planned vaginal deliveries

5,845 pregnancies with child's birth weight > 97th percentile (2.1%)

698 pregnancies with child's birth weight > 97th percentile (4.9%)

292,511 pregnancies in which the child was not suspected in utero of macrosomia

364 planned cesareans

2,017 pregnancies in which the child was suspected in utero of macrosomia

14,342 planned cesareans

2,713 planned vaginal deliveries

685 pregnancies with child's birth weight > 97th percentile (25.2%)

144 pregnancies with child's birth weight >97th percentile (39.6%)

278,169 planned vaginal deliveries

5,845 pregnancies with child's birth weight > 97th percentile (2.1%)

698 pregnancies with child's birth weight > 97th percentile (4.9%)